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iNITIAL OL~z=E 3 OF MCTALB AND TRN U)GMI I UIVC 3

Herbert !. T,•,g

Corrouion laboratory, Department of Metallurgy

Massachusetts Institute of Te1hnology, CAmbridgoA Massac +11t

4U

49:C De logarithmic oxidation equation y k -(~+ 1) is derive&
1 'r assuming control of the rate by electron flow from metal to ozije. Elactron

thousand nngstrom units from the metal surface, vhere increasing numbers

of trapped electrons at lattice defect sites account for the changing

space charge. On space charge is composed of two parts: (1) a uniform

charge density layer next to the metal and (2) a diffuse charge density

layer beyond the uniform layer. Oxidation follows the logarithmic equation

during formation of both space charge layers, but not afterward, vith a

higher oxidation rate accompanying formation of the diffuse layer. It Is

shown that under some circumstances the particular distribution of negative

charge in the diffuse layer may lead to the cubic oxidation equatton.

Experimental conditions, especially impurities present in the oxide and Its

heat treatment, probably determine Uhich electric charge distribution is

favored. For oxidation beyond the space charge layer, either the linear

equation is obeyed, vith control of the rate still focussed at the uetal-

"oxide interface, or, more frequently, the parabolic equation is obeyed

with control centered in diffusion and migration proces"es in the otde,

in accord vith Wagner's theory.

yx= oxidatlon data for copper, the density of trapped 4eetam
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in the uniform charge density Cu2 O layer st 150" is calculated to be 1.3 x

1015 which decreases to 6 x 1013 at 250-C. The number of available sites

for trapped electrons in the diffuse layer is calculated correspondingly to

be 1.0 x 1014 and 2.6 x 1012 respectively. The thickness of the uniform V

Sr •ensity layer varies from 360 A at 1500 to 1630 A at 250-C.

The Rideal-Jones empirical relation AE = 3 .. 6, where MZ is the

activation energy for oxidation and $ the metal work function, both in

electron volts, and which has been shown to hold for carbon, tungsten and

platinum is shown herewith to apply to nickel, tantalum and titanium, and

more approximately to copper and iron. This relation is derived theoretically

from the same fundauntal assumptions used in deriving the logaritbmic

oxidatin- eSquation.

L
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IU1'flA ~D! O U Of OWbTALS ASD THE =WGAZW 3M~

Herbert K. Tf•lig

,orrosion .Aboratory, Department of Nintallura

Awhssaoht tts IbStMOMt of TachnoloW, Cambridge, *#ft*Ackatta

Whenever the oxidation rate of a metal is controUed by dtffuston of

ions (or lattice vacancies) and by migration of electrons (or positive b•oes)

thrO1340 the, oxide film, the familiar parabolic efqatio. qwpUgs

y*. k~ t + C )

where y is the thicneIS of the fil, t is timso and k1 and C ae cnst, ntt.

(C may sometimes be Iero.) Wagner(l) established the fundaimntal mr tion

()-Wagner, Z. "~yik. Cbew.,, 23 25 (1933)1 12 44T7 (1936); ~ 455 (1938).

kinetics for this equation and was able to calculate the rate constant k,

and. its dependan an a@m partial yressure, fr'om iaan~~i

chemical proerties of ox:de and metal.

Hovevemi, ozdation In the lover temperature rang. or wben thin fiMw

are formed is found to flollow the so-called logKthmi equation

Y k & 4~+1) (2)

where k0 and 1, an constants * For t )>?, this equation is an, uis~ted

byt

and y becomes linea plotted vIth logarithm of t.

When in logeriftaogeqation ves first anmovooed in l9.2 by Vmnn I.I



and KOster(2) on epirical grounds, it. validity was quest• DO&. loWe,

t0.Tammmnn and W. O~ster, Z. Anorg. AMg. Chem., 13196 (1922).

careful measitiants fince then have established beyond ddoubt tht for

oxidation of many metals under specific conditions of- temperature and time.,

this equation and no other describes the facts. The l~garithmIc equation,

for example, has been shown to apply to oxidation of Copper(23 6)

(). lutmen and R. Mehl, Tran. 4", • 216 (1941).

")A. H. 1hate: and L. Germer, Trans. Blectrochem. Soc.,, 3. 305 (191.2).

().H. thlig and A. krenner, Act& Metallurgica, ~,108 (1955).

T(6y). ,lecote, J. 3st. Metals, , 27 (1950).

zinc (2,7) ca um(2), lea(2), tin(2), maanese (2), irOn(2,8,9p1Ofl)

VrW. v=o•, R. Akeroyd ad B. Stroud, . nst. Metals,, 301 4•.39).

( B.astmen, Trans.' Electrochem. Soc., 8 5 (1942).

(9A. Winterbottoni, J. Iron and Steel T-st., !16. 9 (1950).

( (lO). Vernon, 1. csalan, c. cleve and T. Nurse., rot. Royal, Soc., 216A, 375
(.1953).

e("'D.Davies, U. Evans and JO• ( ar, Proc.] Royal 8ocs, RM 1113 (1954)).

(12) KH. Uhlig and J. :. Pickett, unpublished dta."

(13)w. Scheuble, Z. Physik., 125 (1953).

( 14)A. Steinheil, Ann. Physik., 12j 455 (1934).

(15)j. Waber, 0. Sturdy and z. wise, 4*.Ap D, 2269 (1953).
(16 ber, G. Sturdy, 3. Wise and C. Tipton, J. ,lectrochs. &w., 121 (*52).
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Several attempts have been made to describe a mechanis' of diffusion throU&

oxides resulting in the logarithmic equation, such as by &amad speialimed

Sflav-paths or zones of loose structure in oxides(T) or by diffusio blocks

tl7U,.R.Evas)Trans. Electrochem. Soo.., 335 (19Ii.).

and leakae 'paths in the wdde(• 10) or by an assumed ion concentration

U R. Evans, Nature, • 732 (1916).

gradient or polarization(19)*. Mort(0) .contributed an ana•!is of

9.Miley Trans . Electrouhem. So., U 391 (1942)..

0. Hamilton and-E. Miley, Thid, 81' tF (19)12).

o20). M o Trans. fraday So., r , J1r5 (1939).

*Vernon, Calnan, Cleve and Nurseý0) believe that the logarithmic equation,
as found to apply to thin film .oxidation of iron, expresses oxygen diffu-
sion through the oxide to the metal surface, Ahereas the parabolic equation,
Vhen it applies, corresponds to diffusion of iron imn through the oxide
from metal to gas. They base their opinion on observed greater weight pin
of iron specimens when oxidized in the logaritbic rate region then corres-
ponds to oxygen in the isolated oxide fi31u in contrast to correspondence
of weight gain and oxygen in the oxide in the parabolic region. Their
observations, however, cam be explained by surface oxidation of cafton
contained in their iron (0.09% c), occurring paralUl vith the oxidation
of iron, the carbon oxidation products being retained by the iron oxides
perhaps as carbonates. For higher temperatures and thitker oxd film
where the parabolic equation holds, carbonates are not stable and, hence,

are not expected to b retained, by the fi.1m. Oxidation of cabon also
explains the delayed appearance of interference colors which th•e report.
In this connectionm, the effect of carbon probably onters as & factor inthe thinnin (by reduction) of oxide films an iron aring vaeum treat-
ment repor'ted by Davies, Runs an A•ar(ll). 'A purqm" wefeence, ta

this regard Is the work of V. 3o022(2.

(2inV. B Ia, '. Be$. Net. *r. ,tds. I .2 -6 ( I) "
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electrnio and Ionic pro•stes in thin Insuls"atJ Oxide films o stoiluo.
metric coePosltio, on metals which led to a log .Ithum50 equation. Re
*ml'loyed the twxmez effect of quantum mchasnicg to exPres rafte of electronflow from metal to oxide vhich he assumed controlled the oxidation pXoeess.
!lbis special model accounted, however, for oxide films only in the order of40 A, whereas the general logls•rth. equation in practice holds for tfilm

as h:L* a 10000;Xand also his derivatIon, Xv dtotgd a tewpertwn~ SMd..pendent ko, contrary to Vhat is observed. SubaequentlFy, Nott end ftbrera(92#2)

M ?ott) We"n. Faraday Soc., 4 )29 ?lJ~)a(23)(. Cabrera and N. Nbtt, p ports on Prog. it R•yi.,, 12 163 (19#9).

hypothesized an alternative rate control by dLffLIusi oft me tal i ratherthan escape of electrons, assuming that neGatiw•y Mad o;Wean iolans
adsorbed on the oxide surface create an electrIc field vlthUn the oxidewhich Induces migration of positiw Ion# to the oxide sa . Tey shovedthat under conditions *ere migration velocity of positl ions is propor-
tional to field strmfts, a parabolic oxidation equation results, but for
thinner films for *hich the Utirati.. velocity is prvpoaUOnal to an
exponential power of the field streng and rate of eseape of metal iong
into the Oxide bec-cuss OOntrof3l±, an equation Of the type . C - k In t Isderived (the Inverse losarIthc equation). Thi, also led to the situation
where below a critical temperafture, a limiting =sde film thickness could.
be expected. But the logrItbiadc equation (2) abav', orpezamtli~ did
not result from these partcur assumptions.

Csambel• and 2home '(2) ewrSed the QVftion that Initial deviations

!C a u el aM U .. h om es, f a..... . ...



from the parabolic equation of oxidation for copper are caused by a spsce

charge layer in the oxide about 104 A thick as determined by electrical

capacitance. TYlecote( 6 ) confirmed that the logarithmic equation holds for

films less than about 105 A thick, whereas the parabolic equation applies

to thicker films. Later discussion inz•w• er bears out that the

logarithmic equation is related to conditions applying u fofintion of

the space charge layer, and that the mechanism of oxidation ohanges for thicker

oxide films.

Oxidation Control at the Metal-Oxide Interface

It is perhaps obvious that an acceptable mechanism of thin film oxida-

tion of metals should first establish the actual rate controlling process.

A detailed examination of reaction-rate data provides evidence that the

rate is controlled largely by processes at the metal-oxide interface rather

than by reactions at the oxide-oxygen interface, or by diffusion through

t 9w oxide. This evidence comes from the effect on the oxidation rate of:

(1) crystal orientation, one crystal face oxiditing at a

rate appreciably different from any other crystal face

( G)A. 0wthmey, "Corrosion Handbook", p. 33-35., edited by H. H. tahlig,
John Wiley and Sons, Inc., New York, 19148.

atMhl and McCandleus pointed out that

(2)R. a and. 3. M*andleass, Trans. A.I.M.L, 125 531 (1937).

these differences cannot be ascribed to differing diffusiop

rates through oxides specifically oriented on metal crysta4

faces, became the o.,iLdes of iron and copper at low empera-

t p 9V a fte'u and diffusion through cubic lattice$ is

4I



isotropic. Differing degree of sintering or differing re-

crystallization of oxide as a function of crystal face is

also not an acceptable explanation, because MeahZ, McCandless

and rhines(w) found that oxides grovn on single crystals of

(ehl, Z. Wandless and F. pbines, Nture, 1, 1009 (1934).

copper remain single crystals even after they have developed

into thick scales, precluding the possibility of any sinter-

ing or recrystallization.

(2) latwtice Trpnsformstion

The activation energy for oxidation of iron in COB +.

2 0 undergoes a discontinuity at the transformation tempera-.

ture of iron from a (bcc) to 7 (fcc) lattice(28). A similar

(254. Fischbeck and F. Balzer, Metallwirtschaft, 1.4 75 (1935).

discontinuity was found for a 10.6% cbromium-iron alloy (2,

t H. R. U•lig and A. S. Brannas, J. Electrochem. Soc., 2 448 (1950).

heated in oxygen under eoata•tie Iwero thu= fLiM an teamd.

(3) Curie 2M3erate

Mhe activation energies for oxidation of Several

ch onmim-iron alloys in omipn are higher above the Curie

temperatuzes tea ) belov(2) Ws relation is also found Vol

to hold for niA l~ . Taimmnn and Sibl(0 furthermore

l n and 0. Siebel, S.anorg. aug. (zem., e 297 (1925).

found discontinuities in the oxidation rates of iron-nickel

allots at the CuAe te~eratures. All tbese dbervatIons

l i l !l i l l i i i i i I l i i i6i



show that magnetic transitions in metals atlw ol •impua-

tore can affect the oxidation rate.

The overall evidence for control of rate at the metal-

oxide Interface applies whenever thin film are formed. For

thicker films, of course, here diffusion throug the oxide

is contro] .ng, factors of grain orientation, lattice trsns,

formation aud magnetic Ob"O we s longer �mportent.

Control by Electron bission

iitt(2-'2. favored slow escape of metal Ions from the metal into the

oxide lattice on the controlling stop in aeveral reactions podui

relatively thin films, and electron emisson as controlling in insulator

type films belov 40 1 thick. Convincing evidence is available to show

that actually electron flov from metal to oxide is the slov step for several

metals) and therefore dominates the reaction process in formation of films

* as thick a several thousand Angstroms. Weis evidence in part comes from

the empirical relation first proposed by Bideal and .ansbrough.baes(31).

t Eid). ieal and 0. Wansbrough-Jones, Proce Royal Som.,. 202 (1929).

They showd that for oxidation of platimas, carbon end twigten the follov-

Ing relatioa holds:

where AM is the observed activation energy for oxidation, and a 0 is the vckp

function of Um metal or carbon. The term K is a constant equal to 3.6

e2.$tron volts (83 kcal), and was expressed by Rideal and Whnsbrough-Jobnes

as the sum of 0 + 0# where 0 is the energy of adsorption and 0, is the

.q o','V aVo ý.the edeosbed qfgn moleals. MR oA,

d .7. .
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these elements, each of vhose oxides at elevated temperatur, is volatiles

the activation energr for oxidation is related directly to t& energ

necessary to transfer an electron-from metal to oxygen.

•According-to Eq. (4), metals with work function less than 3.6 electron,

volts (e.g., Na'end Ca) poxbess an activation energy fqr owtdation equal to

zero (it cannot be negative), and the metal oxidizes initially as rapidly

as oxygen come into contact. For metals of higher work function, on the

other hand, (e.go., Ni, Pt,• the activation energy is positive, the rose-

tion is delayed, and me oxygen reaches the metal surface than an react.

Tigs meaL that oxygen is able to adsorb (chemisorb) on the metal, for which

it has a certain affinity, reaiing there a measurable time before metal

atom leave tbbir lattice to initiate an oxide lattice.

It is of inteM.: >' to. 0fte that the measured value of K In Xq. (4

(3.6 e.v.) a•=roximte the .lctron affinity of the oxygen atom (3.1 .) ).

"(32 "Oxidation Potentials", W. M. Iatimer, second edition, p. 18, 7rentice-
Hall, Inc., New York, 1952.

The small difference of about 0.2 electron volt (4600 cal,) is possibly

accounted for by the am of energy %anges associated with adsorption and

dissociation of molecular oxygen on the metal surface. In other words, the

slow process of oxidation of carbon, Pt and W can be interpreted as the

transformation of physically adsorbed molecular oxygen, in vhich only weak

Van der Waals bindin forces apply, to chemisoxbed atomic oxygen with the

metal acting as electron donor and oxygen as electron acceptor. Accordingly,

equation (4) indicates that both rates of physical adsorption of oxygen

on the metal surface and volatilization of the metal-oxyWen ion caqlex, at

thle h~o tow~retures, Wreetly ocsiftred* ane V60A oowed~ to ~i~i~



of oxygen. This conclusion is in agreement with previous expressions to the

effect that eheo8sorption is often (but not alv.s) a slow process requiring

an activation enDrgD,' (33 ). it 4.16o agrees with previous propop4s that

"""R. B. Taylor, J.A.C.5., & 578 (1931).

" "()"Chemisorrtin". B. Tnpeell, Academic Press, New York, 1955.

the process of hyuical adsorption precedes hemsiorption.

(c Baker and C. Ihrtmen, J. Phys. Chem., 2L 153 (195).

(36)G. Ehrlich J. U. y CIem., ýZ IH,73 (1955).

It is siaificant that the Bideal-•nes relstic an be applied also

to sam metals having non-volatile oxides under conditions vhere the oxide

films are thin and the logarithmic equation is obeyed. 2he data are

msumirized in Table I. and provide evidence that for such metals oxidation

"f continues to be controlled by electron flow from the metal. Presumably,

the energy gained by the electron entering the oxide is almost exactly

compensated for by the electron leaving the oxide again at the oxide-air

interface to enter the oxygen atom. now adsorbed not on the metal, but on

"the oxide. The negatively charged oxygen ions eventually enter lattice

positions in the oxide in accord with the Wagner mechanism of oxidation

and tarnish. Therefore AN is oagan given essentially by the difference

of the metal work function and the electron affinity of oxygen. From the

above considerations, Eq. (11) can be expected to hold *enever electron

escape from the metal controls, and vhen the work function of the oxide

has approximately the san value at the metal-oxide ad oxi-e-enviromunt

%w observed relation between work function a& so tion eomea



TABLE I

I!
"RIATO~i~.mm aIJ4,LO NEG 7 .1 .... Lc

Ii ~~~ ~ AI AW01UC1YlqCTXN: A . I

Pt 2.1 eOV& 6.35 e.v.* 3.61'e.v.
W 0 76 1.148* ~ 6C 0.52 4.31* 3.79

Xi 0.900 1450** 3,,60
Ta 0.565 1.57
Ti .56o 3.95• 3.39

•1bese values employed by dea Wab -Jones'ar lose to l ..

values given by H. Michaelson based on a review of the literature, withthe exception of platium vwere the vlue in Uble I, N*Ioying r*oto-I electric data of DuBridge (1928) is 1.06 volt higher.

H. H. Olkg and J. J. Pi:cktt, 1mpublishe4 data.

a Reference 16.

,Reference 15

**(37)K. Krishnan and s. Jan, Nature, 170. 759 (1952).

V 8)~Mifhaelson; T. AppliedPbsicsm 2& 536 (190).



clarifies vhy the rate of oxidation should vary with crystal face, since

the work tunction also varies - ith crystal .a( ,1). .urte ,

(39)R.ski Ph".. rov., §ý 663. (1941l).

(4).Farnsworth and R. Winch., Phyu. Rev., 1§, 812 (19w.).

().Al0o various papers on field emission microscop e*.g.. 9, W. Nilier,
Urgeb. der hxakten Naturwinus. M 290-360 (1953)J T. A. Becker, Bell
SYst. T'eh. J., 22. 907 (1951).

the Vork fametion of y iron differs from that of a iron, # accord vith

chasn of activation enery for oxidation above, and below the transition

teeratre. Bjirefont and Rddger (2) re d a hj wok function

• UOzemat and 0. Mdger, ,atur Vis., s , 99 (1952).

for 7 thm for ct iron, but reported the revams nmam2 a higher

(43 4. Wahlin, ". . Rev., 6, 509 (i92).

vLue for a than for 7 iron*.

Amg the same lines, values of work function 0. for nickel above the

Curie teoerature (5o°c) are higher than values below the Carlo temperature(

K(V)A. Cartill., Nzys. L6v., , 125 (194~9).

corresponding to an observed activation energy for oxidation of nickel In

oWUn above the CArie tenerature that is 1150 calorles/mole, or 0.05 e.v.

greater tban the value below the Curie teopersa"zr O weooXie2tis

-U-
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point toward the Import•nt part played by electron flow from the metal In

the initial oxidation process, and focus the necessity of attention an

various factors affecting electron emission ftuvS oxidegowt.

Space gharg Effects

If at equilibrium, an oxide has greater electron,. affinity or higher

work fimction than the metal in contact from vhich it. forms, the oxide will

tend to acquire excess negative charge, and the metal, in turn, will acquire

an equal positive charge., resulting in an electrical double layer. SiIlarly,

if the electron affinities are reversed, the oxide will lose electrons to

the metal. The amount of charge eventually transferred across the boundary

in either event will set up a field compensating exactly for the differences

in electron affinity of the two phases. Or stated another vay, *hen contact

is made between a metal and a semi-conductor. all the electronic energy

levels of the semi-conductor are altered relative to those of the metal

by the amount of the contact potential difference.

For two dissimilar metals in contact, the electric charge constituting

the double layer Is confined to a very small region of atomic dimensions at

the intetace. In semi-conducting oxides, on the other band, with filled

energy levels and relatively few electrons excited into the conduction band,

nce.. charge a wssctes itself mainly at lattice Imperfections, such as

occur at impurity centers or at lattice vacancies. Negative charge of this

kind exists as soves.led bound or "trapped" eleotrcns5(5. Similarly.,

(5NMott and L GuII e l "II ctrIIic Procee in Ionic CrystIls", Pp. 80-
88, Oxcford Press (M~).

UwAm or tzjs . r4.fai~st 'Sites 'or oi whle

S ... . II II II I I II II I-IIII



view of the restricted mnabr of site* for trapped elsotrons or positive

holes, the space chare& in oxides extends over a poater volum than in the

eas of metals. Volta or contact potential f r ts for oxidized copver

and zinc, " described later, Indicate that the slam dwo may extend

into the oxide Uilm for several thousand Angstrom. -pas the oxidatlm

rate, therifore, is ccmtrolled ty electron flow from the met4al, an

increasing negative space charge (or ,decreasing positive space charge)

obviously enters as an important factor in establishing the rate of

electron flowv tend.in in general to slow down escape of electrons as the

oxide owa., and, therufore, mlinltaneously slowi dewa eosope of motal

ions and. the oxidation process itself.

Da WIL sas ft emW.ta MAd the InitAM W od A nio eetion

2s oxidation process, of course, to not an equilibrium situation.,

tut rather a dynamic building up of oxide throu& Interaction of the metal

and oxide with molecular oxygen. a. various ste0" In the Initial process

s0pear to bea

(1) rapid pbysical adsorption of molecular migs on the metal

(2) dissociation of meleuLar oxyge Into oheed *A W atomic

( r sblimation of Use metal-oxygen ocq@ex to "Sitate an OUidU

lattice

( y) eorz'iation of moeal icos eud eleotee Ut. the OaMIdto

form additional oxide

(5) to•fmtion of lattice vacancies by oxygen, or combination of

terstoitiLal metsl ions with oxygen at the oxide-sir inter-

face. (We shall not treat the relativly few I konasses

*ere oxygen diffuse* to the metal .... I.tr. t...)

$1
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If step 4 controls, in accord with present considerations, the rate 6f
Sgiven wher exp*stho

escape of ions is given by the exp;.ession K' exp , where Iti het

of sublimation of the ions from the metal into the oxide at the metal-oxide

interface, k is Boltzmannts constant, T is the absolute temerature, and

K' is a constant. Electrons can be assumed to evaporate siimzltaneouily

at a rate equal to K" exp ' where 0 is the york function of the met*l

as modified by the oxide in contact. When electron emission is the

slower process and therefore the controlling factor in the formation of

oxide, as has, been discussed, and since the exponential term and not KV

and K" in the above rate expressions are usually dominant, it follow ft

0 in this instance not be greater than W.

This state of affairs leads to an initial positive space charge in

the oxide when a metal is first oxidized because of the rapid escape of

positive metal ions. Their rate of escape almost immediately is established

by the slower electron flow from metal to oxide. As the oxide grows, a

decrease of positive space charge occurs because a portion of the, electrons

escaping into the oxide become trapped at oxide lattice imperfections.

Eventually, the oxide may acquire an overall negative ebrge depending on

the final equilibrium state of electric charge.

As oxidation continues, rate of escape of ions and of electrons.

approach each other, and some factor other than electron flow assumes

control of the rate. particularly after the oxide groew to a thickhess

corresponding to equilibrium electric charge distribution at the metal-oxide

interface (or when the Fermi levels in metal and oxide become ideatical).

Thicker oxides forming beyond the bo=iaries of the space Char#p layer

are electrically neutral. lt eL.s;s of eleoiWc isa UGS l oQatIme-114-

S- j,,-



to control the rate at this stage, as is possible, the oxidation rate would

becm cnstntleading to the so-called linear eqxation, ( ~

But the constant oxidation rate in this instance would be Preceded by an

initially more rapid and gradually decreasing rate. Ulbwamsen and WYvsofh')

G alsen and W. Vsong . Chi. I 1-tv (1 9

found aluminu to behave somewat along these lines *ich my confirm. that K
this type of oxidation control is somtimes fouan. AUYA W= oxidied

In low pressure oynm below &500C followed the parabolic eogtion, and

above 45O"C followed the linear equation. Vbeth*r one equation eo another

is obeyed probably depends an the defect str"cture of the oxide under the

particula conditions of any given experiment. That Is, factors becom

important which determine Ahether.sites continue to be available, as the

oadd e grws, ror trapping of electrons or positive holve. and *ioh establish

Anether control of the rate remains at the metal-ox3de Interface or is

transferred to diffusion and conduction processes in the oxide. Also,

patte.is of crack formation In the oxide may play s role In accord with tOe

onventional explanation of mechanima applied to the l in e•q•ation.

Neverthelegs, it is apparent that the linear equation., as described above,

may also hold for metals covered by a contl wus protective OxJAs fil

fr of am* &ach protective films have, In fact, been roseed Am

mMgsiu, Atich follows the l•m.r equation, oxidses ItWAUP''S.S"

* 2ant)T. ,,•is anda I. Rtis, ,-ns. 4 1 6, • 6 (l9.).

(8.- oubramen, •z,,,. Rectrocem,. Soc., S j, ,6 (D%9 ).
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metal surface, over iftich mbite )W0 forms, wy be visible evidence of use

space charge laer, as wll as evidence, an they suggest, of a non-

stoichiomtric composition.

Evidence for the trend of space charge with oxide grovth is provided

by contact or Volta potential measurements of metals As;dergoing oxidation

in air at elaMteud rtures. *Typical potentials. of copper .oxidized In

air at 225*C and of nine at 200XC are given in Fipg. 1 and .2. these

measurements were usde employing the vibrating condenser ethod(9J'50). A

Aw. Lmen, .s: i, p 367 1931)-

(0°)ff ff. Mlig, T. Appled Py.' 2_2 1•(951).

silver electrode as reference was heated electrically to the same. temperature

as the copper or zinc electrodes, all of the same size (1 x 1"), the tempera-

ture of the electrodes being measured and controlled automatically by

means Of embedded thermocouples. The initial oxidation process for copper

results in a Volta potential 0.5-0.7 volt more active than silver. and for

zinc about 1.5 volt more active than silver•,. corresponding to builtup of

a positive space charge in the metal oxides. As the metals oxidize

further, these potentials become first rapidly more noble (More line Ag),

indicating that the positive space charge is being neutralized, foUqod

by a, Xqs rapid ard prolonged trend in the noble direction.

Si•ilar conclusions my be derived from Volta potential masurementA

reported by Nirsckbero and LaNge(1) oy heated sne surfaces between

Ii
_.5Tif ~ ~ ~ 16 Y-11W-1

so!7
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20 and 407C for 20 minutes at each temperature, and measured Volta potentials

of such surfaces (presumably at room temprrature rather than at elevated

temperature as above) with respect to zinc. At lover temperatures of

oxidation and hence for the thinner films, the Ba.wl of Volta potential

corresponded to a positive space charge in the oxide, -at for hiesr tkeera-

t*Il and thicker oxide films the sign reversed.

Volta potential measurements of metals undergoing oxidation are not

easily rpvdabcs.e, so that quantitative features of Fip., 1 and 2

should got asse peat weight. Qaalitatively, however, the trend of

effects can be reproduced fro one run to t next. hese measurements

are being conti•ed at various temperatures and for various metals and will

be reported else*zre*. In all instances observed so f•r, the sign of

Volta potential after an'initial period of oxidation, coresponds to decreas-

Ing positive space charge or increasing negative obulge. Interpretation

of Volta potential measurements as described above asemes that electric

charge at the air-oxide interface remains essentially constant, which Is

a reasonable assumption for constant partial pressure of oxygen; and that

mjor change of potential is accounted for by chanOn electric charg in

the thin oxide film.

The potential at the metal-oxide interface set up by changin space

charge in the oxide layer alters, of course, the work necessary to carry

a positive ion or electron across the Interface, and, hence, influences

their rate of escspe into the oxide. Zt ' aI s qWpan*A 1 tIN QXA&Ust

Sprocess that is explored next.

SoiCjau~ton of, Oxidation Rate
W o ointionr fiate that excess o aeha in the #vOIM oxitd film

- 17 -



of total thickness y is uniformly distributed throuiout the oxide volim.

This corresponds to an oxide vith uniform defect or impurity density

at which electrons or positive holes are bound. When a file of this kind

reaches a supposed thickness 4 we shall further assume that the total

negative charz in the film creates a field at the metal surface compensat-

ing exactly for the positive field. The positive field' results fro e~ceso

metal ions of positive charge escaping into the oxide, or, alternatively,

results from the electron "sink" at lattice vacancies formed at the outer

oxide surface. Therefore. when the hypothetical film thickness becoms •

the electric field at the metal. surface reaches the equilibrium value of

sero (Fermi levels in oxid& and metal are equal), corresponding to an order

of; fil thickness beyond which the space charge can exert either a constant

or a negligible effect on electron escape and rate of oxide growth.. If

n is the density of trapped electrons in the oxide, and -e is the are

on the electron, the potential V at the metal-oxide interface I. gtvqu by

Poisson's Pelation:

where 4 is the dielectric constant of the oxide, CameHetg the term y

the ~.oxide thickness at any given time, Oien integratism(5

we have$

dV 4 I e y +C 3. (6 )

iacee the fie Gv/dy eqVu• s zro at the metal srface Iae the an4M

thickness of the conAstant charg denalty film 18A~ istea S~W u

, , ,,nn nnn

1IIII I n nu

V y +-(8)



Nov the potential at the metal surface is -(V - v) for the condition

that the oxide film thickness y approaches sero, Awere. a in the energy

required to remove an electron from the metal and place it in the oxide

at the metal-oxide interface, and. v is thie apparent positive potential at.

the metal surface created by the growing oxide. be. term v, in general,

Is numerically equal to the potential difference between the metal-oxide

interface and the oxide-oxygen interface for metal-oxide systems in Mbich

lattice diffusion of oxygen ions tovard the metal is negligible. As will

be show later, v is approximated by the electron affinity of oxygen

sdsorbed on the oxidej it is, therefore, a constant independent of oxide

thickness and, like the work function, it is substantially independent of

teersture. Mien C2 - -(0 - v).

For values of y mach smaller than I, the term y2/2 can be neglected.

Bence, from Eq. (7), the potential affecting escape of an electron from

the metal surface in contact with an oxide of incvasing uaifoeu negative

space cheqrg is appr'oxiosted by:

v (04 " f - -V ) (8)(r,

rate of oxide grovth dy/dt in proportional to rate of escape of

positiv, ions, which in turn Is controlled by rite of electrmn escape.

liectron current across the contact of a total An a ma u.4etiSA*U

oxide is found to follow an equation of the U ty ,

(52'Cryeta1 pectifiera, N. Torrey and C. "11tow p. 22, 8O-apIG, Ncav-

I A' e- -•W -- )

16 A, U* " Ww* 4 M" ~ts4 0o tv S



contact with the oxide, and v t is the applied voltage across the letal-oxide

interface. * e above equation satisfactorily describes the observation that

log i for a rectifying contact is linear with vt over a limited ran of applied

voltage. Since in our present considerations, vt is found to be in the or4w

of olto he erm e; evtis much greater than unity (at I. wito wq
SV' 9 ',e.uatio.n (9)-.i.mpltfies. to

i A'eip -e(U- vI) (10)

Ibis equation neglLects the reverse electron current from oxide to metal

and considers as important only current leaving the metal*. A simplification

of this kind is Justified by the high positive field at the metal surface

when a metal first oxidizes and whenever the oxide film is relatively thin.

Then since the rate of film growth is proportional to electron flowv, pi,

where A is a constant, and employing Eq. (8) for the actual potential at the
ma sne V1

metal surface, i.e., substituting v - 6 y for v', we have:

= Aexp -$ + ev -(

where A novwreplaces A'l. bis equation implies that the effective applied

voltage v across the metal oxide surface is decreased by the acumelatin

negative charge in the oxide as the oxide grow. Integtin on +4

condition that when y a 0, t a 0:

*3.(10) applies Un theory only to electron current levng- the metal and
entering the oxide when this is the direction of easy flow or forward
dIrection, as is the case when copper oxidizes. Oxidation of zinc, to the

S.41 'Oftrary, corresponds to electron flow in the blocking direction, but even
here current-voltage data for rectifying contacts indicate that an equation
aplvies of the sitm ftrm as (9) 44&W 3-I-..t4- U

weVa"eft but with values of At and differing from, cowreszmaodInr~ Values,
for OWurnt flow In the fots 0ictio. Bee bf. 52, p.T f

H -s 2

,a.!



wIich Is the ams tor as the logarithmic equatic. obssei eaps•izmntally,

k. ~ * (t +i1) (13)

G_______ kT ko OU - V(*r oc W ney I sac 70rnA a'kI X on
whe above equation (12) applies only to a liu.te4, film thickness adjaent

to the metal. At the xtagp of oxidation here the existing interface

electric field and oxide structure are no longer condlve to filling all

available sites for trapped charge In the oxide, the available site* beoom

only partially occrpied.. Sance, the excess charge density In oiide furth r

removed from the metal is no lopsr saturated and uniform but is influenced

by the potential existing at any point In the fil,. -On this premise, non-

uniform charge density becoma a property of films that am. thicker thba

those considered above. She situati.o is similar to the diff double

layer at metal surfaces Lu contact vith electrolytes, described by fot-(5,

G. ouv, T. -e do ysiqwe,._, 457 (1910).

OSam n(54) an Dtern(,5). For oxide films stil M tue th ,, diffwoe

(0 Stern, Z. M ktrocheu.j. ",50 (192ll).

barrier layr, the faftoe o&aWp disq e,9M. and the M4 bmP elctric&.aly

neutral.

* In tha charge dewnity in the oxide depends on potential V, the

density of pwItive, charg in accord vith the derIvation of Mott and Ourfey, 6

m21

I,,



can be expressed by n). exp , and the corresponding density of negative

eV
charge by n 2 exp - where n3, and n2 respectively represent the 4ansity of

lattice sites at which positive and negative charge may attach itself. 7he

excess negative charge density n Is the difference of theme eo3* .s'iccsv and

449aming Vi - fl

n nno (exp ev nexpt-

If the energy eV is small compared with kT, the exponential terms can be•

expanded neglecting .hiher power terms thn the first, whereupon

2 no eV

Substituting thia expression for n into the Poisson equation and asuming

the potential to be zero when the field is zero, and Y - C,. at T , 6j ahere

Y marks the distance into the diffuse charge density layer:

7.2_ 2 n • C1  2Y
V - Cj. exp and n - 0 exp

whiere x isequal to ik and CL is the potential at the oxide-

oxygen interface corresponding to the oxide thickness L moating a transi-

tion between uniform and diffuse charge density. The density of negative

charge n obviously falls off rapidly with distance Y into the oxide

(Fig. 3). If we now consider the potential at the metal-oxide interface

produced by the diffur space charge, potential V must become more negative

with increased total thickness of oxide y, following an equation identical
j

with the above, except for sign of the exponent and where C, is replaed

by Co equal to the potential at the oxide-metal interface when y - 0. If

we assume for simplicity that y 0 when the thickness of oxide is L corres-

pooding to a transition from Unifom to diffuse 4harg demsilt, a"te

b -22-
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Mw amd~dtion rate as befftr is ~*irtionsl to the mW~r of .lmctrcas

eawping f the Aet.a into tft t~dde pert.Wit t1s, *0 *, (10) WW'

0

at A ep p•,
Furtherme an the codtion ths y 44"• the te•ft -If et oW

• s~~and by-•L+ l) + rz Am willX be shown later., no for .C•g at 225:

0. -

equals .xk 10. 5, and 0 . therefore, equals 16,000 A. i2hi.
IT

thickness is measured not from the metal surt~ace, bUt frai the poinab at

which the oxide gov beyond uniform density of negative chargej it is

appreciably larger than values of oxide thickness y with vhich wm a•e

presently concerned, and on this basis expansion of +he expanential taft

Is Justified. Integrating on the condition that when Y a t - 0,-

y07=- . In -0On t + 1

0 0O k

which again i. of logarithmic type: y. ko In (•.•+).

Ve obtain, therefore, two logarithmic equations; the first, Sq. (12),

expressing the thickness of oxide y as a funotion Of tif dring build m-

of space charge having uniform charge density, and the'meemd, Sq. (18),

coxrteep*WimS to build up or axd. having diftfts spsee d O *A"

S2,-I '



two equations indicate that a change of oxidation rate should occur at the

tranpition from the first type opme charge to that of the second. Data in

the literature support this conclusion, diseontimu s chsn a8in the loarithaic

oxid~atUo rate having been observed for several mtalep inc i ont(copp)

iron(a), and sine(T). Recent data for copper were obtained for the

temperature range 150-2500C by MacNairn=(7. Fig. 4 is a plot Of bi rowults

(57)j. M4cNairn and f. H. haig, unpublished data.

at 225OC; the astb data at other temperatures show a szialr linear rela-

tion between y and log t, and an increase of the slope to a higher value

S at a critical thickness of oxide, Specimens of OFIC copper measuring 1 x 1

x 3/8 inch were heated in oxygen using a resistance winding cemented to one

face. A thermocouple was embedded in the metal specimen, both for measuring

temperature and regulating it automatically. The specimen, with surface

prepared using a clean No. 4 file, was introduced into an all-glass chamber

containing flowing purified Ng and the temperature brought up to the

required value using low voltage A.C. current. Oxygen was then admitted,

and the time of oxidation measured from this point, after which the

specimen was cooled in N2 . Tbickness of the Cu2 O film was determined by

cathodic reduction in 0.1 N KC1 employing a small constant D.C. current.

Observed values for k0o koI, pI and ^r' are summarized in Table I3,

Values of 7r were obtained by extr0polting the first slope to y - O and

for 7' by noting the time at Aicb chan e of slope occurs. In each

instance, the observed value of ko . is consistently higher than kO. Values

of -, inherently subject to large e*eripental error, vary from 0.03 to

0.i avewan 9-12 aad rqr ' Yva tro 6 to, t

I I 1 I I I I I I I I I i 1
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averaging 11 minutes. 7hickness of oxide L at which a change of slope occurs

and which is equivalent, according to the foregoing theory, to thickness of

that portion of the barrier :layer having constant charge density, increases

by a factor of 4.5 going from 1500C to 250*C. Lustman and Mehl's(3) oxida-

tion measurements on single crystals of copper scatter appreciably, but show

similsrly that ko is oonsistently greater than ko, vith values, generally

of the same order of magnitude as data of Table II for overlapping tempera-

tures. 7heir values for Tr and 7" vary from 0.02 to 0.8 minute and from

8 to 80 minutes, respectively, within the temperature range 80" to 1550C.

The significance of. these terms wi.ll be discussed shortly.

The Cubic Equation j

It is of interest to note that if the density of negative charge n.

in the diffuse barrier layer falls off, not as described In deriving

Eq. (18), but in accord with the Boltzmenn expression:

n n Ve (19)0 -o XP k-

then upon substituting into the Poisson equ~tion, the solution for potential

V is of the type(8):

t(•)•f . 45, p. 170.

-2 eW I + .) (2)

where as before x 0 . - '•• -S)e above solution asmes that the

-26 -
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fie ad tends toward zer0 as y apProaches infinity, and V 0 aty Y -

If ins~tead we place the condition that at the metal surface V u 00 Aw

y - 0, where C ..is the potent;L at the metal surface fI critial W0eII0

of unifto1 battier layer L, then

I3!I + I (21)

0s

The nale of t potential Is mach that V becomes mor negative the greater

the oxide thickness y. Substituting Into Sq. (1o) for electron current

from =O• • eta o°l t vhie Is proportional to miticam xta•, vs, obtain

oA exp, or 02)

-Co
Av.• J •(Z + -"x e (23)

0

Integrated on the condition that y a 0, t a Op we obtain an equation of the

cubic form:

~~. 0e 0o• A 1/o -3110e•tJom (o2%)S•W l~

( + zA eO'• 2 (X- t +x X0)- . 2}

S0

The cubic oxidation equation has been sbow to hold approximately

within certain ranges of temperature for dadiation of csMr((2,.59,6),.

. Riodin, J.OO.6., 7, 5102 (1950).

(60)R. ylecote, J. Inst. Metal., §_, 681 (1953).

nickel.(6 1)P titanum(62) and. tantalum( 6 2). Cm is led to the Concluhion.

haalf.&sil, x. mumf and s.n.flecbner, wit. 5lk4m.,~,178 (19511).

(6 2)J. T. Waber, J. Che. Physeis, .20. 734 (1952).

therefom, that owa distribuat in la the bwrdar 1W IM fOllowm

I27II I



than a single pattern, epending on experimental conditions, and that the

particular pattern followed becom•s apparent thrO~u the oxidation behavor

S~ of the metal.

A cubic rate equation has been derived by emp(6•,23) emloying the

Mott, Trans. Faraday Soc., ., 472 (1910).

premise that diffusion of cation vacancies is rate controlling vbere tbe

number of vacancies is proportional to number of negative ions per unit

S surface area and to a linear field set up by the ions. Engell, Huffef and

ilschner(61) derived a similar equation based on migration of positive holes

and diffusion of lattice vancancies. The present derivation is based on

electron flow from the metal as the controlling step in the oxidation process,
S and., hence., differes basically from both derivations of Mott, and of EnWell

et al. Further experimental work is needed, including effect of grain

orientation, of Curie temperature and of lattice transformation on con-

stants of the cubic equation in order to decide whether the rate for any

given metal is controlled by processes of diffusion and conduction in semi-

conductors, or by electron flow from metal to oxide at the stage where devig-

tions from the logarithmic equation become marked. For thicker films, where

the parabolic equation takes over, It is clear through the work of f i)

that ion diffusion and electric conduction processes become dom$.t, Or"

Derivation of the ideal-Jones Relation

From Eq. (n.), taking the logarithm of both sides, we have:

ý# ( -n V) " " nk e + I A

Also, fre. the relation y w kb In(:P + 1.), w have i

J6 , I + I
iiii iiii iii iiii iiii iii iiii iiii iii
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I e•vt 1•1 aa (as), m&a'emmbrin that ko -a - •-

I i(. stictly. inksat of t .*r A ()ir

',T ' b amutant Aim, oseentiafly t~qntu' indaeniennt. knee

I • the tern v" is the time neoeussa7 to oxdiase the metal to

data tor a vlety of metals. Although It is conceivable that r'm" actbu .l .

varyl• ith wef.mor anme meta ad not at all for others,

precision of present-day data, including valus in TabU 11, are not adeyabts

to ixgly a conclutsion different from that of Twiman to Swefrepi.

my be consid•red negligible or zero and:

w (27)

4whre AZ is the activation energy for oxidation in eleftron. volts from the

Arrhenius relation ko = coast exp 0, 0 is the york fnoction of the metal

modified by contact with the oxide, and v is a constant positive potential

F ~~ ~ in the oxide at the metal surface (apoitaby the electron &AL*ntj of

the oxygen atcsm). It X,&sa2 as w~ iork functions of the oxide at the

mte-l' ai e-oxygen Interfa•es, It-entV@17i *UMv'e that

M 00 Z2XJL +tXR -(0, + 0 (28)
Awr' hee 0. is, the work functim of the metal, 06 is the e•ta affinity

,Of ox 't 0is a small aWitve :esmW Ita us W 4w'ptAm of

'A *ai e n . if Is =Xe,

0- Ka"), + W, ) " (19)
*5 fj'm Mdsa.US met~s - aPli to m~"$AWat~mo m tals tfta

b.29
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thin, non-volatile oxides, and is the empirical expression originally proposed

for W., Pt and C which form volatile oxides.

If the work function of the oxide at the metal interface X, is less

than the work function Xa at the oxygen interfaceo then K will be larger

than the value calculated from Eq. (29) above. This may be the situation

for both Cu and Fe. Values of 00 - AE or of K for Cu are 4.5 - 0.28 - 4.3

e.v., and for Fe are 4.4 - 0.30 a 4.1 e.v., where the activation energy for

Cu is taken from. aclairn's data. end for iron from Davies, Evans and

AAarls(11) data*. 7he vork functions are from Michaelam(3 8 ). *mse v•uims

of K are larger than 3.6 e.y., the average value for elements listed in

Table II. 'When more precise data are available both for metal work functions

and for activation energies of oxidation, more definite conclusions 'will be

I possible than are now warranted.

Using a derivation similar to that given above, it can also be shown

that

d/n ko' Coe0 0

*Since the logarithmic equation applies to the oxidation of iron over the
temperature range considered, the activation energy is obtained from the
slope of log weight gain at t - constant vs . This follows fro the

Ts
proportionality between thickness of oxide y and weight gain, and the fact

that Inym-I ko + In t4 + 1). Bence, since T is a constant and t

is held constant, - dwn here k is Boltzmann's constant.

Data in Fig. 13 of Davies, Evans and Agar's paper( show that essentally
the same activation energy is calculated for various times of oxidation
(15 minutes to 8 hours) in the logarithmic range, with the exception of tba.
15- and 30-minutes runs where experimental error is p rhaps greatest.

-30-



where C0 is given by Eq. (16)., and k't is the second and steeper slope obtained

by plotting y vs fn t.

DISCUSSITO

In accord with Equations (27) and (30), Plots of'0 l 'og and log koI

using data of Table II, vs • provide means for calculating (0 - v) and -CO,

respectively. From slopes of data so plotted in Fig. 5, these values are

1 0.28 e.v. and 0.42 e.v., respectiv , since v n e IL.

(Eq. 16), we know all terms of this equation except the product n A, for

which we can solve. On the basis that a = 10.5 and observed L at 2250C

154o0 (Table II), n 1 =5.3 x 1010. Also, from the relation k° e- Ik

and employing the observed zalue for k0 at 2250C equal to 310 A, we obtain

n 1 = 8.1 x il00 which is in reasonable agreement with the value calculated

from C0 and (0 - v). We can next calculate a value for no from the relation

x o~kT
given in Eq. (18) that ko 0 2 :7 and from the observed value of kO'=

K)wherex ').The corresponding value for n is 4.9 z
0

1012, which is the density of available sites for trapped electric charge

in the diffuse space charge layer. This density is equivalent to about

one lattice site for every 5 x 109 molecules of CugO.

We have next to check how density no compares with density n of

trapped electrons in the uniform space charge layer. Since only the product

n I is known from experiment. an estimate of I nsot be made through Eq. .(,J)

substituting• V= - at Y !and C. - - V)-v). It fo3oWsthat v

- -r 2 . Since the value of V is the same order as K (Eq. 29) or the

< same order as the modified electron affinity of oxygen equal to 3.6 electrao

31-
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Svolts, we find substituting 6.7 x 10O0 for the average value of n i in

accord weith the foregoing calculations, that L.u 6.2 z lo am. 7his value

for repzvests the theoretical madima ti,• neoss of the uniform charge

"density barrier layer (the diffuse barrier layer may be considerably thieAer).

4 It is larger than the observed thiekness of uniform barrier layer L by a

factor of about 40P and should be arproimately comparable with- the thick-

ness of the "blocking" layer next to the copper surface in .the Ca-CuO

rectifier. Tethickness of the blocking layer is estifttsd fiom Cos.'

citance measu~remets to be about lO0 as (),VI~de id wot far fits the

above calculated value for I,
Khovwing the value for the value for n) therefore. equals' 6.- z I01

6.2 z 10-

or 1.08 x 101 . Accordingly, the actual density of trapped charge in the

CuQO layer of thickness L next to the metal appears to be larger than the

density (4.9 x 0le) of available sites for trapped charge in the diffuse

space charge layer farther away from the metal surface.

Mhis relative difference in. density persists, although absolute

It densities increase• if correction is made for the larger absolute surface

compared to the geometrical surface of a filed copper sutface. Assuming

a roug• h iesa factor of , comparable Vith published values of 3.8(65) and

R. Fovrs and N. Backerman, J. Blectrochem. Soc.., 100, 314~ (1953).

2.5(") for abraded metal surfaces, film thickness values such as those

f)0, rbacher, Zeit. Physik. Chem. 1 (1933)) Cheniker Zeit.,
L62$ 601 (1938).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~3 -i _ II II I I i •II
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in Fig. I.vould be decreased to 1/3 the given values, and both n and n

would increase by -a factor of 9, smkinn the densities approximtely 5 z 1013

and 1015, respectively. veues of A ad L aorrem wla be r e

by 1/3.

Values for n, i, and n calculated from MucNairas datat several

temperatures and not corrected for roughness factor are given in Table o.

Values of ni are averages of values obtained from observed 1° and L, vith

the exception of. 250*C where only the value obtained from L was used, Dis

procedure was followed because the value for k at 250*C falls off the line

in Fig. 5. If the value for ko were included, the corresponding calculated

value for ni is 0.9 x 1011 compared with 0.5 x 101 given in Table Mf. 1t

is evident that for cuprous oxide in contact with copper. no decreases with

temperature (fewer sites for trapped charge in the diffuse barrier layer as

the temperature increases). Mhis is also true of n, the actual charge density

in the uniform space charge layer. Accordingly, the equilibrium:

Bound hole + free electron ! trapped electron

is displaced to the left as the temperature increases. * he observed increase

of I with temperature parallels extension of the space charge to greater

distances into the oxide the higher the temperature. 2his trend Is also

reflected by increased observed thickness L for the uniform barrier layer

(Table 11).

"Brattain(67) calculated the density of holes in Cu2 O as function of

t 67)W. ,rattain, Hev. Modern eiysics, 21 203 (1951).

temperature from conductivity of the oxide and mobility" of carriers. g o

fuowd -that a l14"ting' wp~ sityv, equal too the 4eus4ty of electroIl

-3,
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acceptors minus density of afteptors occupied "oby electrons from higher

lying donor levels, occurs in the rng. l00°C or higher and that the

limiting density~i 101,1 fQ'oigc7 comper, &a& 19O, for~i~aecopper. These

values are reasomably comparable vith7 the caldulated deniity of charge n

or density of defeat sites for bound electrons no n Table IMl. His cal-

cuain, oeesowta h elt d -hls,d 0,1dc"I

temperature, iunstead is reativ iensittie" teore in e

region of l00*Coa higher,, and that below 100C *a "tsty increases ith

temperature.

The value for A in •q. (ll),oan be calculated from the relation, follow-

ing Eq. (13), *7 afep~~y At 2250Qofor example, 'r.%

seconds, ko . 310 0, ( - v) - 0.28 volt. Therefore, A - (o.86 x l0"6

e6"53 . 5.9 x 10"- c/see. It will be remembered that A A..f.. . ...

expresses the relation between electric current and rate of oxide growth,

andwhoe alu fr dnsty f i~3 = , . 123x 1 c'/culmb.Th

value for At in Sq. (10), accordingly, equals 5.• X 10"0 - 4o08 .
1.23 x 10

The average value for A' for-all temperatures of Table 11 in 2.2 amp./cm2 .
k-Coe

Similarly, the average valuae of At from the relation 71 a -x-0 PE

averaging all values of . or and ko' exp -0- is equal to 3.5 amp./cm.

These two values are the sam order of magnitude. 2hese average values of

A', if corrected for a roughness factor of 3, would be 1/3 the given values.

The rtio A derived from Sq. (12) and (18) is equal to the

expression j- exp (-CoeAT - e(V - v)A19). The exponential factor is

a constant at ay given temperature since _CO and (0.- v) are constants

qua to 0.2 and 0.28 volt, respectively. Aezamfoe, e-m =

3j)



S10.0exp 3.3 =13. .he observed ratio is __ 167 vhich is of the am

order of magnitude . 7he average of calculated ratios for - for all

- temperatures is 153 corresponding to an observed average (Table n) of ij8

showing that the agreement of theory with experiment is,good.

HThe described dependence of oxidation rate on work function of the

metal and on properties of semi-conducting oxides In contact, immdiately

suggest several reasons for experimental hurdles usually encountered in

reproducing thin-film oxidation behavior. Despite refined techniques for

metal surface preparation and gas purification, it is extremely difficult

to avoid the trace impurities which greatly affect the metal work function,

L land also the number of sites available for trapped charge in oxide films.

The major influence of trace impurities in semi-conducting germanium and

silicon has only recently been fully appreciated in connection with the use

of these substances for rectifiers and for transistors. Added to the marked

effect of impurities, often present in amounts below common analytical

techniques, is the appreciable effect of thermal ta'eatment on the density

of lattice imperfections in semi-conductors. It Is little wonder that

various investigators have reported diffieulty in reproducing oxidation

data at low temperatures; Vernon, Akeroyd and troud(T) reprted such

S•difficulties in theiLr stWy of szinc, Zeontis and I•s 4Te , in their study

of mapesium and Biasuna ad In their studies of Or-Fe alloys.

A full appreciation of the various factors stsrt" thin tla wa• eteas

should h@U such studios In the fature.
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